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We present a reently started researh projet. The

goal of the projet is to integrate into one system a

number of tehniques, exeution mehanisms and de-

velopment tools that were designed in various areas in

Logi Programming in the past. Main omponents are:

a strong support for (delarative) knowledge represen-

tation, inluding aspets of inomplete knowledge, �rst

order logi onstraints and de�nitional knowledge; in-

tegration of di�erent omputational mehanisms, in-

luding resolution, abdution, tabling and onstraint

solving; integration within the development environ-

ment of semantis-based development tools, inlud-

ing (soure-level) optimization, abstrat interpretation

based analysis and termination analysis.

In developing this new system, we hope to ontribute

to an e�ort of semi-automating (part of) the software

development proess. We plan to experiment with a

number of appliations to test the system. Main ap-

pliations in fous are in temporal reasoning, planning

and sheduling, and mahine learning.

Keywords: Logi Programming, Arti�ial Intelligene,

Software Development

1. Situating the projet

1.1. General motivation

W.W. Gibbs, in his sta� writer's ontribution

"Software's Permanent Crisis" to the September

1994 issue of Sienti� Amerian, writes:

Despite 50 years of progress, the software in-

dustry remains years - perhaps deades - short

of the mature engineering disipline needed to

meet the demands of an information-age soi-

ety.

Sine then, this statement has not lost a single

grain of relevane. Any major software pakage

still omes with an expliit laim that its pro-

duer and/or vendor are not to be held responsible

for any problems, losses or atastrophes the us-

tomer might inur through the use of their prod-

ut. Clearly, suh a situation would be ompletely

unimaginable in any other branh of engineering.

The basi ause for this deplorable state of af-

fairs is not diÆult to pinpoint. It boils down to

the lak of a widely aepted "software develop-

ment" equivalent to well established mathemati-

al tools and tehniques employed in other "more

traditional" engineering disiplines.

It will take years of basi researh and a num-

ber of breakthroughs before the ultimate solution

is in sight. Indeed, software engineering is still fun-

damentally a hand-raft, and almost every line of

software is individually written by programmers.

Popular terms suh as "programming methodol-

ogy" and "best pratie" only desribe ways to

better organize the hand-work. Moreover, pro-

grams must be understood every time even small

additions or modi�ations are made, with the on-

sequene that software development and mainte-

nane are preditably error-prone and ostly.

1.2. Part of a solution: delarative programming

Although there may be di�erent ways to takle

these issues, we believe that what is needed to alle-

viate the problem are automated tools, tehniques

and environments for program analysis, manipula-

tion and optimization that themselves understand
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the programs they proess. As suh, these aids

for program development need to be semantis-

based, instead of just syntax-based, the latter being

the ase for many urrently available development

tools, suh as language spei� editors, analyti

debuggers, CASE tools and software libraries.

The requirement of produing highly auto-

mated, semantis-based tools in turn puts heavy

onstraints on the programming language they

are designed for. For one, it is essential that the

meaning of programs written in that language an

be fully and formally haraterized within some

mathematial theory and that the omputation

that these programs perform an be preisely mod-

eled by means of a formal alulus on this theory.

The most typial instane of suh languages

is what Hill and Lloyd in [13℄ all "delarative

programming languages". In these languages, pro-

grams are written in a formal logi, suh as predi-

ate logi (in ase of logi programming) or lambda

alulus (in the ase of funtional programming),

and omputation with these programs is based on

dedution within that logi. More spei�ally, a

delarative programming language an be de�ned

as a formal logi, in whih a program is a theory in

that logi, the programmer's intended meaning of

symbols de�nes an interpretation of that theory, a

program is orret if and only if this interpretation

is a model of the theory, an exeution of the pro-

gram is a proof of a theorem in the theory, and,

if the program is orret, the proof of a theorem

in the theory implies truth of that theorem in the

intended interpretation.

Of ourse, the above only fouses on program-

ming in the small. For programming in the large,

we need to onnet the approah to analysis and

design methodologies. We briey return to this is-

sue in the onlusions.

1.3. The need for simple semantis

However, this is only half of the story. In prini-

ple any programming language, even low-level lan-

guages as C, ould be given a omplete, formal log-

ial semantis (and for some imperative languages

this has atually been realized), with its ompu-

tation orresponding to dedution in that logi.

However, suh logis are likely to be very omplex,

and both the mapping from programs to their se-

manti theories, as well as the relation between

omputation and orresponding dedution would

be extremely non-trivial. As a result, the design

and development of the desired tools would be un-

reasonably ompliated and the relation between

the programs under development and the seman-

ti feedbak from the tools would be signi�antly

obsured.

So, for a programming language to satisfy the

requirement of being "delarative" in any useful

sense, it must be based on a simple formalism,

with an easy translation from programs to orre-

sponding theories, and from omputation to or-

responding dedution. From all urrently avail-

able programming languages, only "pure logi pro-

gramming", "pure funtional programming" and

pure mixtures of these seem to ful�ll these re-

quirements. It is therefore not surprising that

exatly for these languages the most signi�ant

progress has been made in developing automated

semantis-based development tools in the past.

More spei�ally, for these languages, major ad-

vanes have been ahieved on program analysis

through abstrat interpretation (see e.g. [16,5,3℄),

program optimization through unfold/fold trans-

formation and program speialization (see e.g.

[17,11℄), delarative debugging and theory revision

(see [15℄), ompositionality of programs (see e.g.

[4℄) and many other semantis-based program ma-

nipulation tehniques.

Again restrited to programming in the small,

these automated tools pave the way for a more

spei�ational programming approah, where the

tools are used to move from spei�ations to im-

plementations. We elaborate more on the type of

spei�ation language in Setion 2.1.

1.4. The need for riher languages

Still, the disussion above remains inomplete.

In addition to the requirement of having an easy

translation from programs to theories and from

omputation to dedution, we also want an easy

translation from problems or problem domains to

programs and from problem solving methods to

omputation. Espeially in the ontext of hard

problems, suh as sheduling, planning, diagnosis

and simulation, involving rih and omplex knowl-

edge domains, large amounts of data and omplex

forms of reasoning or onstraint solving, one needs

riher support for knowledge representation, bet-

ter and faster ways to organize and aess data and
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more re�ned and eÆient problem solving teh-

niques.

Combined with the previous issue, this raises a

trade-o� between mathematial simpliity of the

semantis of the programming language versus its

expressiveness, funtionality and problem solving

apaity. Ideally, we would want a programming

language with a very simple semantis, but whih

still integrates in a oneptually lean and o-

herent way the ahievements of past researh ef-

forts on knowledge representation, data organiza-

tion and problem solving.

Logi programming, more than any other pro-

gramming paradigm, has during its 25 years of re-

searh and development been a platform for in-

tegrating various onepts, tehniques and tools

from other areas in omputer siene. The simpli-

ity of prediate logi, building essentially only on

the notion of a "relation" and on that of elemen-

tary logial onnetives, has made it easy to design

various extensions of logi programming, whih

integrate and larify results and tehniques from

other �elds, suh as arti�ial intelligene and non-

monotoni reasoning ([2℄), databases ([12℄) and

onstraint programming ([14℄).

1.5. Re�ned motivation

Turning to the overall goals of the LP

+

projet,

today, only a minority of the important advanes

made in logi programming, both on the level of

program development and on integration of on-

epts and tehniques from other areas, has found

its way into new, pratial and eÆient program-

ming languages and tools. In part, this is due to the

fat that the main, most ommonly spread and eÆ-

iently implemented logi programming language,

Prolog, ontains many non-delarative features.

These non-delarative features an only be au-

rately modeled within a logi whih is muh more

omplex than pure prediate logi. As a result,

many powerful semantis-based tehniques that

were developed for pure logi programs failed to

be (elegantly) adapted to Prolog.

On the other hand, neither are there any full-

blown logi programming languages that integrate

the most promising extensions, solving problems

in non-monotoni reasoning, dedutive databases

and onstraint programming.

2. Overall goals and objetives

Building on the motivation above, we have iden-

ti�ed as the main goals for this projet:

{ to design, develop, eÆiently implement and

formally study a new, seond generation logi

programming language: LP

+

,

{ to integrate into this language important teh-

niques from non-monotoni reasoning, dedu-

tive databases and onstraint programming,

{ to omplement the language with powerful

program development tools, and

{ to apply the developed language and tools to

a number of realisti appliations.

Sine it is infeasible to oneptually integrate

into one single, elegant, unifying language all the

important ontributions that have been ahieved

in this �eld during a period of over 25 years, we

were fored to make a areful seletion of those

onepts and tehniques that, on the basis of our

own expertise, ould be suessfully integrated.

Initial hoies at this level are:

{ on the knowledge representation side:

� representational support for open and in-

omplete knowledge domains, ombined and

integrated with normal logi programs,

� elements of ompositionality and �rst order

logi onstraints,

� expliit support for temporal representa-

tion,

{ on the problem solving side:

� integrations of abdutive and dedutive rea-

soning,

� onstraint problem solving tehniques,

� elements of dedutive database tehniques,

inluding integrity heking and knowledge

revision,

{ on the program development side:

� ontrol delaration languages for speifying

reasoning strategies and for delaring glass-

box type onstraint solving,

� support for mode, determinism and type

delarations,

� tools for automati program analysis, spe-

ialization and optimization,

{ on the implementation side:
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� integration of tabulation and loop detetion

tehniques,

� integration of advaned ode-generation teh-

niques,

{ on the semantis side:

� to formally identify the semantis of this

extended language and to ensure that our

omputational mehanisms are sound with

respet to it.

In addition, we aim to ondut extensive ex-

periments with the developed language, tools and

semantis on several realisti-sized appliations

in di�erent areas, inluding: sheduling problems,

fault-diagnosis in system management, protool

spei�ation and knowledge revision in intelligent

agents.

Our aim is not to develop a new ommerial

logi programming language, but to takle the ba-

si researh questions whih arise in the design and

implementation of a novel experimental logi pro-

gramming platform. In developing LP

+

and its as-

soiated tools and tehniques, we have two key ob-

jetives:

{ To provide a new logi programming plat-

form, rih in terms of knowledge representa-

tion and problem solving support, and eÆ-

iently implemented, whih o�ers a realisti

setting for the development of and the exper-

imentation with a number of advaned soft-

ware development tools, ranging over all the

areas mentioned above.

{ To realize some breakthroughs, both on the

level of these tools and on the level of lan-

guage design and implementation, that will be

helpful, in a longer term, to alleviate some of

the problems in software development, raised

above.

Spae limitations do not allow us to expand on

these objetives in further detail. Still, at least the

entral aspets on knowledge representation and

omputation in LP

+

deserve some attention.

2.1. Knowledge representation: OLP-FOL

The heart of LP

+

is the OLP-FOL formal-

ism ([8℄, [9℄). An OLP-FOL program is a triplet

(P,A,I), onsisting of a normal logi program P, a

set A of prediate symbols ourring in P, and a set

I of �rst order formulae. The normal lauses in P

are interpreted as providing a set of de�nitions for

the prediates in their heads. The prediates in the

set A are all the prediates on whih no omplete

knowledge is available. They are referred to as the

open or abduible prediates. None of these predi-

ates may our in a head of a lause in P. Finally,

I is a set of �rst order logi onstraints. They are

used to express any (inomplete) knowledge whih

is available on the prediates in A.

Introduing the semantis of an OLP-FOL pro-

gram requires some tehnialities whih go be-

yond the sope of this high-level projet desrip-

tion. Intuitively, using a somewhat rude approx-

imation based on ompletion semantis to redue

tehniality, the semantis of an OLP-FOL the-

ory (P,A,I) an be de�ned as the standard �rst

order logi semantis of the theory I [ Comp(P ),

where Comp(P) is the Clark-ompletion of P, for

all prediates in P [I whih do not our in A. For

the interested reader, moving away from this rude

approximation, the atual semantis orresponds

to an extension of the well-founded semantis for

open logi programs ([8℄) or, alternatively, to the

notion of set of indutive de�nitions ([7℄).

2.2. Computation: SLDNFA

Computation with OLP-FOL programs is per-

formed through the SLDNFA proedure ([10℄).

Given a goal G, a suessful SLDNFA-refutation

for G in a program (P,A,I) omputes a substitu-

tion � for the variables in G, and a set of ground

atoms �, all having prediate symbols in A, suh

that

{ Comp(�) [ Comp(P) is onsistent,

{ Comp(�) [ Comp(P) j= I ,

{ Comp(�) [ Comp(P) j= 8G�

As suh, SLDNFA onstruts a set of hypothe-

ses � on the truth-value of the prediates in A,

suh that these hypotheses are onsistent with the

program, and that, if added to the program, they

entail the universal losure of the goal G�. The

proess of generating � and � is very losely re-

lated to SLDNF-resolution, but additionally in-

volves abdutive inferene steps. The latter aug-

ment intermediately omputed values for the set

� with additional hypotheses on the inompletely

known prediates.
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2.3. Comparing OLP-FOL/SLDNFA to standard

logi programming

Let us briey disuss the advantages of the heart

of this language, ompared to standard logi pro-

gramming.

On the knowledge representation side, there is

expliit support for representing inomplete in-

formation on a prediate's meaning. The advan-

tages of having the ability to program with in-

ompletely de�ned prediates are often underesti-

mated by Prolog programmers. After all, they also

develop programs that solve problems in ontexts

involving inomplete knowledge, without experi-

ening any obvious inonvenienes. The problem

is that developing suh programs in standard logi

programming -due to the losed world assumption-

an only be done in one of two ways:

{ Either inompletely known relations are rep-

resented by means of prediates, using assert

and retrat operations to implement any de-

sired form of reasoning on the semantis of the

relations. This approah is unsound and non-

delarative, leading to the problems stated in

Setion 1.

{ Alternatively -and most ommonly-, inom-

pletely known relations are enoded as terms.

This approah is logially sound. However,

it requires an unnatural division of the rela-

tions ourring in the problem domain into

those that need to be represented by means

of prediates and those that are enoded as

terms. Moreover, in the prediate represen-

tation, the SLDNF(A) proedure is respon-

sible for aessing and reasoning on the rep-

resented knowledge, while in the term rep-

resentation, the programmer needs to expli-

itly enode any form of aess and reason-

ing that needs to be performed on the rela-

tions. As a result, the delarative semantis

of suh programs beomes onsiderably ob-

sured. The orresponding logial theory no

longer models only the problem domain, but

also models the aess and reasoning methods

used (see [6℄ for a more detailed disussion).

On the levels of omputation and problem solv-

ing, SLDNFA extends SLDNF by integrating ab-

dutive reasoning, in addition to dedution. This

is typially important in appliations where hypo-

thetial or assumption-based reasoning is required,

suh as diagnosis and planning problems. Also, by

appropriately oupling abdutive proedures with

onstraint solvers, sheduling problems an be very

elegantly modeled and eÆiently solved.

3. Conlusions

As stated in Setion 1, the long term goal of the

projet is to ontribute to the solution of what is

today experiened as a long-lasting software engi-

neering risis. We aknowledge that this will re-

quire onsiderably more work than what is ad-

dressed in the urrent projet. In partiular, the

projet does not address issues in software engi-

neering methodology as suh. Our ontribution is

aimed at providing tools and tehniques, �rmly

rooted in formal mathematial theories and meth-

ods, whih are very likely to be of the utmost im-

portane for lifting software development from a

hand-raft to a more automated, industrial disi-

pline.

Partiularly innovative is the thorough and

pratial study of the relevane of open/abdutive

logi programming for the development of ad-

vaned software appliations. We believe that the

open/abdutive framework provides a degree of

delarativity whih exeeds what is provided by

other logi programming languages, inluding on-

straint logi programming. The main hallenge

is on the level of the implementation, the exe-

ution strategies and the optimization and pro-

gram development tools. Our hope is to pro-

vide suh a powerful environment that the more

spei�ational, delarative programming style in

open/abdutive logi programming an be sup-

ported without unaeptable loss of performane.

We also hope that this language and its develop-

ment environment an o�er a rih and eÆient set-

ting for experimentation and development in the

future, both for our own researh group and for

others. We expet that it may further larify is-

sues that are urrently only partly understood, and

that it may set a basis for future researh in this

important domain.

Finally, at some stage we will need to onnet

the language, tools and tehniques developed in

the urrent projet to methods for analysis and

design of larger software systems. How to ahieve

this onnetion is not well understood at this time.

Nevertheless, some approahes in Objet Oriented
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analysis and design, suh as [1℄, have take a very

delarative approah, ompletely based on objets,

relations and onstraints. We believe that it should

be feasible, in later work, to onnet suh analysis

and design methods to our spei�ation formalism.

The projet started in 1998 and lasts for 5 years.

It is funded by the Flemish ministry for Eduation

and Siene for about 50 MBFr.
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